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Introduction
The York Foundation for Conservation and Craftsmanship,
established in 1998, awards bursaries to craftspeople
and conservators working across the UK.
The people we support are talented and dedicated. They
have to be because developing and refining their skills
takes time and money and the work requires passion
and drive as well as talent.
We support about 25 individuals a year. Many work in
traditional heritage specialisms like stone masonry,
stained glass and metal conservation. Heritage is
multi-faceted, however, and some of our bursary winners
work in very specialised and interesting fields.
Our bursaries support the development of skills and the
taking on of apprentices. We receive a large number of
applications and these are reviewed each year by an
eminent panel of experts. Winners are required to
submit post award reports.
Every year we hold an exhibition in York’s magnificent
Merchant Adventurers Hall to showcase the work of our
bursary winners. This booklet reproduces posters for
some of our busary winners over the last couple of years.
It builds on research carried out in 2012 which showed
that, over time, our scheme has been very successful in
identifying talented individuals who go on to achieve
gr
great things and that the relatively modest assistance
YFCC is able to provide is very influential both in the
development of these important skills and in the
confidence of the people we support.
We hope you find these profiles interesting. Our
administrative costs are met by the trustees and
therefore all money donated to us goes straight to the
people we help. By donating to YFCC you will be giving a
helping hand to some tremendous people whose skills
are fundamental to caring for our heritage.

Martin Stancliffe (Chairman)
MA FSA DipArch(Cantab) RIBA AABC
Surveyor Emeritus to St Paul’s Cathedral

After a post-graduate MA degree in Stained
Glass Conservation and Heritage Management
at York University, and subsequent experience
with the York Glaziers Trust, Elizabeth established her own practice. Recognising the importance of a broad-built heritage understanding she was supported by YFCC to undertake
the renowned William Morris Craft Fellowship.

The Fellowship is an educational programme run by the
Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings (SPAB).
Each year SPAB selects a small group of qualiﬁed
early-career craftspeople working on historic buildings,
and sends them out together on a tour of building
conservation in the British lsIes.The principal aim of the
Fellowship is to encourage and foster the founders’
philosophy and ethos of minimal intervention and
maintenance instead of restoration. Fellows learn, from
real projects, the importance of preserving subsequent
generations of repair and alteration, which constitute
the history of the building fabric.

In reality the Fellowship does a lot more than this for its
participants. It is essentially a concentrated form of
‘Wanderjahre’, and an excellent way to bridge the gap
between training and professional independence.
The Fellowship is undoubtedly an invaluable educational
experience, but it is also difficult for most participants to
und
undertake
— long periods of time away from home and
families, lots of travel and expense on a very tight
budget It is an experience, however, that gives the
Fellows conﬁdence when working with a wide-range of
craf'tspeople and professionals, allowing them to see
beyond the confines of their ﬁelds, and providing an
insight into the broader context of historic
bu
building
preservation.

Toni Beverley
Carpentry/Joinery

Toni was working in a paid traineeship with the
Remaking Leeds scheme funded by the Heritage
Lottery Fund. Toni was supported by YFCC to
undertake her Level 3 NVQ training.
The excellence of Toni’s work and potential led to
employment by YCCC member Houghtons of York who
have a long established reputation for very high quality
bespoke joinery work, wood-carving and ecclesiastical
projects.
Toni, who earlier worked for a number of years as a
Rehabilitation Support Worker, has been undertaking a
Level 3 NVQ in Architectural Heritage. With the
support of another YCCC member Heritage Craft
Alliance she will also be completing her Level 3 NVQ in
Heritage Construction.
Toni has worked on a bespoke ceiling for an Arts &
Crafts house and fitments for a private chapel. Toni
comments on the move to Houghtons “I cannot express
fully my excitement at securing this position. To have
been offered this role, so early in my career, is an
achievement I’m very proud of ”.

Construction of the tabernacle door
frame, including pivot hinges and keyhole – ready to be cast in bronze

Tracy works in the Borthwick Institute in York
in archives and records conservation. YFCC
provided a bursary to support attendance at a
specialist short course at the West Yorkshire
History Centre to develop further Tracy’s skills
in the interventive conservation of archive
materials.
Training involved one-to-one bench tuition.The course as
a whole comprised of placement modules with external
host institutions across the UK and includes materials
modules in paper, parchment, maps and plans, bound
materials (books), and seals.The focus was on:
- Materials and history: the history of the manufacture
and use of paper, structure of paper and characteristics
of deterioration.
- Documentation: the recording of historical evidence
and the documentation of conservation treatments.
- Practical conservation treatment: cleaning,
removal of old repairs and backings, media
problems, paper repair, use of adhesives,
hu
humidiﬁcation,
washing, lining, sizing,
de-acidiﬁcation treatments and protective
enclosures.
The repertoire of treatment options for the
collection I currently care for has been enhanced.
This will advance both my practical work ability
and the support and advice I can offer to other
conservators, heritage professionals, and students
as | work towards Icon PACR accreditation.

Puneeta Sharma

Paper Conservator

Puneeta was funded by YFCC to attend a
workshop in Montefiascone, Italy on
“Re-creating the Medieval Palette Pigment”.

I work currently at the Chester Beattie Library in
Dublin and felt that attending the workshop would
allow me to develop my knowledge about the
pigments used in manuscripts,which would greatly
assist my work as a paper conservator.
Cheryl Porter, who is the director of the Montefiascone
Conservation Project, gave the workshop. The
structure of the days included morning lectures on the
history, chemical structure and conservation of
pigments followed by practical workshops in the
afternoons.
When making paint during the practical sessions, the
opportunity to observe how certain pigments would
react with water and binders was particularly useful as
it provided a good insight into why problems occur on
supports such as paper and parchment.
I was also able to visit two conservation studios.The
first was to the National Central Library in Florence,
where I met with Book Conservator, Alessandro Sidoti.
The second was to the Vatican Library in Rome where I
met Angela Nuñez Gaitan, Head of the Conservation
Workshop.
The conservation of pigmented objects requires a great
deal of skill and knowledge and having attended this
workshop, I now feel much more confident in my
decision-making.

Peace Townsend

Specialist Painter

The YFCC bursary award supported the
acquisition of specialist brushes and equipment,
allowing Peace to explore further in the
application of specialist paint techniques.
This past year has provided a number of varied
opportunities for me to continue studying heritage
decorative painting.
I took part in a SPAB Working Party at Sullington
Manor Farm,West Sussex. Here I assisted a painting
conservator with the restoration of an internal wall
severely damaged by water ingress inside the Saxon
farmstead's church. I learned a great deal about
approaching a building from a conservation
perspective versus restoration which helps me assist
cli
clients
with decisions about conserving or restoring
traditional wall decoration.
As part of the Satul Verde Association and EVEHD I
joined a group of eight other participants and two
project leaders on a week long course carrying out a
successful traditional lime burning using a family cuptor
(kiln) in the small farming community of Meziad,
Romania. When we finished the lime burn, we had the
opportunity to create a wall painting on the farm house
us slaked lime and natural pigments found in the
using
lanes and by the stream near the farm.
Also, having created a painted ceiling for the Building
Craft Apprenticeship through The Prince's Foundation, I
submitted this to the University of Colorado Classical
Architecture Design Awards and was pleased to learn I
had won the Decorative Painting Craft category.
The year has provided me with opportunity to continue
developing my skills in specialist decorative techniques
through commissions. I have also been improving my
understanding and practice of traditional lacquering
and water gilding, all using tools acquired through the
YFCC bursary.

time

Working for the National Trust and
volunteering, on Lundy Island, for the Landmark
Trust, Rachel was supported by YFCC to
develop further her already strong masonry and
brick-laying skills at the Heritage Craft Alliance
centre in North Yorkshire.

Daniela Corda

Horological Conservator

Daniela is a post-graduate student on the
renowned West Dean course on Conservation
of Clocks. YFCC have provided financial
support.
From the start I have learned something new every
day. Building on practical metalworking skills gained
from my previous work as a jeweller, I have begun to
build upon my knowledge of working with metal
towards conserving historic horological objects. Over
the year I have restored safe function to four clocks,
two longcase and two spring driven fuse clocks, as
we as embarking on making a clock from scratch.
well
My range of bench skills has expanded hugely,
learning to work steel to make tools, as well as clock
parts. I have developed competency on the machines
in the workshop, in particular the lathe, and have had
short courses in engraving and gilding. It is not simply
the objects that I am learning to conserve, but also
the traditional techniques of the trade.
I was awarded the ‘West Dean Conservation Award’
From the Worshipful Company of Arts Scholars , on
recommendation from tutors, for “services to
conservation” and for showing potential in my chosen
field.This gave me an enormous boost and further
confirmed my commitment to this disappearing craft.
I have a summer placement at the British Museum’ s
horology department, and am particularly excited about
working with their collection of Japanese clocks and
gaining first hand experience of conservation within a
museum setting.
I spent four years trying to raise money to come on
this course and am enormously grateful to YFCC for
their support.

An experienced textile conservator, Keira was
supported by YFCC in attending the highly
regarded Glasgow University MPhil in Textile
Conservation to deepen her knowledge. Her
employer, the V & A, offered to hold her job
open for the duration.

India Carpenter

Fine Art Conservator

YFCC provided support to enable India to
undertake a six week internship in New York
with Whyrta Conservation.

The opportunity to spend six weeks working with
Whryta Conservation, a studio specialising in the
conservation and restoration of modern and
contemporary fine art, was a truly superb and unique
experience.
I worked on a number of objects, including works by
Jeff Koons and Matthew Barney, undertaking processes
and techniques that ranged from traditional to cutting
edge. A typical day could include water gilding in the
morning followed by colour mixing aided by
spectrophotometry in the afternoon. It was varied and
exciting and I left feeling inspired by the studio’s
tr
tremendous mix of ingenuity and pragmatism.
Being a studio dedicated to the conservation of modern
and contemporary art, many of the artists they work
with are involved in the conservation process.This was
particularly significant when it came to work affected
by material deterioration rather than, for example,
accidental damage.This meant that instead of simply
mending works of art, they could suggest ideas,
te
techniques and materials that would prolong the life
span of the art works, thereby negating, or at least
delaying the need for future conservation.
I spent a number of weeks working on an early
Matthew Barney sculpture, developing ways to slow the
deterioration of the latex foam used in the work. I
experimented with injecting and vacuum infusing
conservation grade epoxies and Paraloids into the foam
and colour matching with pigments.The artist was
happy with the results and the new foam should now
la
last at least 50+ years before having to be replaced, a
significant improvement upon the previous 10 year
expected lifespan.
Over the period I met talented and generous people
whose enthusiasm for conservation was enormously
encouraging.The experience exceeded all my
expectations and I returned to the UK feeling enlivened
by the possibilities of art conservation and how I may
make my own contribution to the field in the future.

Mylène Vigneron

Stained Glass Conservator

YFCC funded Mylene’s visit to the ICOMOS
conference in Paris where the worldwide
stained glass community met to discuss issues
regarding the maintenance, conservation and
technology associated with historic stained
glass.
A stained glass window is not only made of glass but
is also composed of lead and ironmongery. On the first
day Annick Texier’s presentation “l’entretien de la
serrurerie, le squelette du vitrail” revealed new
insights on how to maintain the ironmongery and
fostered debate over the conservation of the
ferramenta.
On the second day the role played by technology in
conservation was highlighted by speakers including
Nick Teed from York Glaziers’Trust who discussed the
importance of Digital Imaging and Leonie Seliger from
Canterbury Cathedral who explained how software
can assist conservators with the reintegration of lost
details. This echoed themes in my own MA
di
dissertation where I explored approaches to panels
with missing faces.
Katrien Mestdagh from Belgium (who studied at Kings
Manor) talked about problems associated with window
relocation. Amélie Duntze-Ouvry and Emma Groult
both focused on the often overlooked challenges
associated with nineteenth century stained glass
windows. This included stained glass windows for
secular environments incorporating unusual materials
li gold and printed glass.
like
We had an opportunity to examine stained glass by
Chagall and Soulanges and visited Sainte Chapelle and
the church of Saint-Germain-l’Auxerrois.
Conference debates addressed the costs of
maintenance and the challenges of communicating with
clients, church wardens and all those who care about
stained glass windows but are not professionals in the
field of conservation.
This conference provided me with many technical
insights but also an opportunity to meet and compare
notes with stained glass experts internationally. I am
really grateful to York Foundation for Conservation &
Craftsmanship for this unique opportunity.

With some years’ experience working at the
Wallace Collection’s Arms & Armour section,
Frankie was supported by YFCC in undertaking
a metals conservation MA at West Dean
College.
The support of YCCC has meant that I am
able to devote all my time and energy to my studies. It
has also meant that I am able to put my own earnings
from the summer towards attending events such as the
‘Make your Mark’ event at the Goldsmith’s Hall and the
Olympia Antiques Fair. Both of these events were
brilliant opportunities to meet other metalworking
professionals and those working in the antiques sector,
as well as allowing me to increase my contextual
knowledge of meta/work and its current market.

Burning the edges of some raised inlay on the tsuba

Melanie Howard, ceramics conservator, using pit-firing to recreate early methods of pot-making
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